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Abstract—Totem Pole Bridgeless Rectifier (TPBR) is a promising power circuit topology for power factor correction, but low
cost input current sensing is a challenge in this topology that
needs to be solved for its adoption in cost-sensitive applications.
This article presents two new extensions to Leading-Edge Modulated One-Cycle Control (LEM-OCC) that can achieve stable
control of the TPBR using a shunt resistor connected to the
low side of the output voltage for current sensing. Besides that,
the proposed extensions also improves the performance of LEMOCC, where one of them shows a reduction of 60% of the input
current THD at light load and high input voltage, while the
other shows a reduction of 45% of the input current THD. The
higher performance extension requires a digital controller, but
the second extension can be implemented with analog circuits.
A 300 W prototype is used to validate the control equations and
stability analysis.
Index Terms—AC-DC power converters, current control, onecycle control, power factor correction, rectifiers.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N Power Factor Correction (PFC) applications, bridgeless
rectifiers can achieve higher efficiency than the boost
converter with diode bridge by decreasing conduction losses.
At a first moment Totem-pole Bridgeless rectifiers (TPBR) [1],
as shown in Fig. 1, were limited by switching losses caused
by reverse recovery of MOSFETs body diodes [2], limiting
practical implementations to discontinuous conduction mode
(DCM). On the other hand, high-performance Silicon IGBT
[3] and the advent of wide bandgap semiconductors, especially Silicon Carbide (SiC) and Gallium Nitride (GaN), have
brought the TPBR to the spotlight. Some GaN applications
are achieving efficiencies higher than 99% by combining low
conduction losses of the topology with low switching losses
of these new devices [3]–[5].
To obtain high power factor the input current iin , in Fig. 1
needs to be controlled. In addition, low-cost sensing and
control are requirements for the TPBR to receive acceptance
for mass-market applications (i.e. cost sensitive). On the other
hand, sensing the input current is not too simple in the
TPBR because the ac supply is not directly connected to the
output reference. As an attempt to overcome this problem,
in [4], the control circuit reference is changed to the input
inductor and a shunt resistor is used for current sensing.
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Fig. 1. Totem Pole Bridgeless Rectifier.

This strategy requires an isolated dc-dc power supply and
isolated gate drivers, increasing cost. Furthermore, among
other more complex solutions, changing the control circuit
ground complicates control of a downstream converter, such as
an inverter, due to different reference levels, requiring isolated
sensors for the inverter control or a second set of control
circuits.
The use of a Hall effect sensor with suitable bandwidth for
measuring the input current is cost prohibitive for mass-market
applications, therefore a control strategy compatible with a
simple sensing strategy is required. One-Cycle control (OCC)
[6], [7] can be used in ac-dc active power factor correction
(APFC) applications, and it is possible to use simple sensors.
When applied to the TPBR, trailing-edge modulated OCC
(TEM-OCC) requires two current transformers (CTs), while
leading-edge modulated OCC (LEM-OCC) requires only a
shunt resistor connected to the output ground, i.e., the Low
Side Shunt Resistor (LSSR) Rs shown in Fig. 1. LEM-OCC
presents significantly worse stability issues and distortion of
the controlled signal than TEM-OCC, severely limiting its
applications.
The original implementation of TEM-OCC still presents
some stability issues and distortion of the controlled signal, but
they are not as severe as LEM-OCC. Due to this fact, TEMOCC has been used successfully in applications such as ac-dc
converters [7]–[9], dc-ac converters [10], [11], multiple input
converters [12] and second harmonic current compensation
in ac-dc-ac converters [13]. Moreover, solutions have been
proposed over time to further improve stability and reduce
distortion of TEM-OCC [8]–[10], [13]–[16], including modifications in the control law and the addition of a fictitious current
to the sensed current, but these have not aimed to decrease the
current sensing requirements of TEM-OCC. These solutions
can be applied to LEM-OCC to take advantage of the simpler
current sensor, but are not enough to achieve stability and
low THD at the same time, especially at light load when the
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converter switches to DCM. OCC using combined leadingedge and trailing-edge modulation [17]–[19] can eliminate
the current distortion, but does not allow DCM operation. It
requires sensing the input current during the whole switching
cycle, which in turn requires a Hall effect sensor.
To give context to the analysis, the use of a TPBR in an
inverter driven refrigerator is considered. In this application
an inverter drives the brushless dc motor that powers the
compressor. High total system efficiency is required, which
makes the TPBR interesting as the APFC converter. It is also a
cost sensitive application, which makes LEM-OCC interesting
so that the APFC converter and the output inverter can operate
in the same ground reference while using simple sensors.
Household refrigerators consume around its rated power while
cooling down its temperature. This process is called pulldown, which defines the maximum required power of the
power electronics stage. After the pull-down procedure, the
energy consumption decreases to less than 40%. In the near
future, depending on the refrigerator thermal isolation and
added electronic functionality, its power consumption may
reduce even more. Therefore, the light load stability and THD
of LEM-OCC need to be improved to make this application
feasible.
Therefore, this paper presents an analysis of LEM-OCC and
new extensions that add a fictitious current to the sensed current to improve both its stability and input current distortion.
The goal is to make LEM-OCC a viable alternative to TEMOCC and other existing control strategies, while keeping the
advantage of using a single shunt resistor for current sensing.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews
different control strategies that can be applied to TPBR, and
shows how LEM-OCC and TEM-OCC are positioned against
other control strategies. Section III presents how the use of
a fictitious current affects LEM-OCC. Section IV presents
how this fictitious current allows implementation of three
different LEM-OCC extensions, one based on literature that
improves only stability, and two new extensions that improve
both input current distortion and stability. The first of these
new extensions uses a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) to
achieve higher performance (called LEM-OCC-SD because it
improves both Stability and Distortion). The second proposed
extension can be implemented using analog hardware (LEMOCC-SDS, with an additional S for Simplified). Section V
includes experimental results of a TPBR with wide input
power and voltage ranges. Section VI presents the conclusions.
II. C ONTROL S TRATEGIES FOR T OTEM -P OLE B RIDGELESS
R ECTIFIER
Table I presents some APFC control strategies and their
required input current and input voltage sensors. The need of
a DSP for dealing with more complicate calculations is also
identified. All these strategies use ground-referenced circuits
to avoid using isolated auxiliary power supplies. LEM-OCCSD and LEM-OCC-SDS are the two new extensions proposed
in this paper. LEM-OCC-SD requires input voltage waveform
sensing and a DSP, which were not required by the original
LEM-OCC. LEM-OCC-SDS has the same requirements as

LEM-OCC. These proposed strategies are discussed in detail
in Section IV. For the TPBR, at least an input voltage polarity
detector is required as switches S1 and S2 cannot be driven by
the same PWM signal [2]. However, some control strategies
also require the input voltage waveform to be sensed.
TABLE I
P OSSIBLE CONTROL STRATEGIES FOR TPBR.
Control
Strategy

Requires a
DSP

Current
Sensor

Input Voltage
Sensor

Average Analog (A-A) [20]

No

Hall or 3xCT

Waveform

Digital-Average (D-A) [21]

Yes

2xCT

Polarity

TEM-OCC [7], [22]

No

2xCT

Polarity

Digital-Peak Current
(D-PC) [3]

Yes

LSSR

Polarity

LEM-OCC [7]

No

LSSR

Polarity

LEM-OCC-SD

Yes

LSSR

Waveform

LEM-OCC-SDS

No

LSSR

Polarity

Average Analog (A-A) control requires sensing the input
current during the whole switching period, allowing the control
of average values and resulting in satisfactory THD under light
load operation. The input current sensing for analog control
can be implemented either by using a Hall effect sensor or
by reconstructing the input current with three CTs sensing
switched currents. A-A control also requires sensing the input
voltage waveform to generate the current reference.
Digital-Average (D-A) control using Rising Edge Sampling
(RES) [23] samples the input current during switch on time.
This sensing requirement can be implemented with one CT
for each switch. In D-A control, during CCM operation the
input current sample is equal to the average input current and
the controller can achieve low input current THD. However,
this is not true during DCM operation, resulting in increased
input current THD at light load. D-A control does not require
sensing the input voltage waveform as the DSP can generate
a sine wave internally, synchronized to the polarity detection.
TEM-OCC [7], [22] controls the off-time of the switches
in a comparison involving the input current and the output
of an integrator. This results in the peak input current being
controlled, causing higher input current THD than A-A control
and similar performance to D-A control. This strategy requires
sensing the input current only during switch on-time and has
already been applied to bridgeless rectifiers using two CTs for
current sensing [24]. TEM-OCC also has the advantage of not
requiring sensing the input voltage waveform and it does not
require a DSP.
Digital-Peak Current (D-PC) [3] control and LEM-OCC [7]
requires to sense the current in the iDB path using a LSSR.
When diodes DB1 or DB2 are on, their current pass through
the same path iDB , as presented in Fig. 2. For positive iin ,
DB1 conducts when the switches are off, as shown in Fig. 2a.
For negative iin , DB2 conducts when the switches are off, as
shown in Fig. 2b. D-PC control uses the iDB current sensing
to sample the peak of the inductor current after the diodes
turn on. A small delay (blanking time) is necessary due to
the settling time of the sensor. Since the peak current of the
inductor is sampled, when current ripple is high, the resulting
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THD is also high. A DSP could generate the current reference
internally to avoid using an input voltage waveform sensor.
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PARAMETERS OF A TPBR FOR AN INVERTER REFRIGERATOR .
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The extensions proposed in this paper are shown in Fig. 3
for completeness. Theoretically (numerical simulation), LEMOCC-SD can achieve zero THD while using a simple current
sensor. However, this improved performance requires a DSP
and input voltage waveform sensing. LEM-OCC-SDS has
performance similar to TEM-OCC, both require only analog
circuits, but LEM-OCC-SDS has the lower current sensing
requirements.
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Parameter

Description

Value

rms,max
Vin

Maximum input voltage

250V

fr

Line frequency

60Hz

LB

Boost Inductance

2.4mH

Pomin

Minimum output power

25W

Pomax

Maximum output power

300W

Vo

Output voltage

380V

Co

Output Capacitance

270µF

fs

Switching frequency

64.8kHz

D2
Rs
iDB
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Fig. 2. Shared current path of diodes DB1 and DB2 . (a) Diode DB1
conducts for iin > 0. (b) Diode DB2 conducts for iin < 0.

Similar to TEM-OCC, LEM-OCC [7] achieves control of
the input current by using a comparison involving the input
current and the output of an integrator. However, LEM-OCC
controls the switch on-time of the switches, which results in
controlling the valley of the input current in a switching cycle
to be proportional to the input voltage. The advantage of LEMOCC is that it requires a single LSSR for current sensing
instead of the two CTs required by TEM-OCC. However,
LEM-OCC presents both high THD and stability problems at
light load when operating with low voltage gain. This limits
its use in applications like household refrigerators and, in
practice, it cannot compete with TEM-OCC.
For comparison purposes, the parameters of an ac-dc converter used as the input stage of an inverter driven refrigerator
are shown in Table II. This converter is simulated using the
control strategies presented in Table I, with output power
varied from the minimum output power Pomin to the maximum
output power Pomax and the input voltage vin fixed at its
rms,max
maximum value of Vin
. No power losses or parasitic
elements are considered in the simulation. In the simulations
the controller for A-A control has 8 kHz bandwidth with 60
degrees phase margin. The digital controllers for D-A and DPC are obtained by discretization of the analog controller. The
resulting THD (calculated up to the fortieth line frequency
harmonic) as a function of the input power Pin is shown in
Fig. 3. As expected, A-A control has low THD, while D-A
control achieves good performance when the input power is
high. D-A control has worse performance than TEM-OCC at
lower power levels. D-PC control has the highest THD and
LEM-OCC is not stable during the whole operating range of
the converter.

Fig. 3. Input current THD as a function of input power for different control
rms = 250V. R = 361Ω for LEM-OCC-SD. a = 0.978 and
strategies. Vin
f
b = 0.0028 for LEM-OCC-SDS.

III. L EADING -E DGE M ODULATED O NE -C YCLE C ONTROL
WITH FICTITIOUS CURRENT

First, a brief review of LEM-OCC applied to the TPBR is
presented. In the TPBR only one switch operates during each
half of the input voltage cycle. The other switch can be kept
open or receive the complementary driving signal. Therefore,
the command signal with duty ratio d is applied to the switch
S2 for positive vin , and to the switch S1 for negative vin . The
resulting steady-state voltage gain M (D) is given by:
M (D) =

1
Vo
=
,
|Vin |
1−D

(1)

where vo is the output voltage and uppercase letters represent
constant or steady-state values.
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To achieve power factor correction the input current of a
rectifier should be controlled to emulate a resistance Re , that
is:
vin
hiin i =
,
(2)
Re
with lowercase letters representing a time-variant variable, and
the angular bracket the average value in a switching period.
In general, this objective can be accomplished with the
control law [7]:
Rs hiin i =

vin Vm
Vm
=
,
M (D)
Vo

(3)

where Vm is the modulating voltage. Implementation of this
control law can be accomplished with LEM-OCC. By rearranging (3), one can see that the effective emulated resistance
is controlled by adjusting the amplitude of Vm :
Re =

Rs Vo
|vin |
=
.
|hiin i|
Vm

(4)

The LEM-OCC block diagram for application in the TPBR
is shown in Fig. 4a and it is obtained from the general pulse
width modulator in [7]. The analysis presented in [7] for the
boost converter with diode bridge is valid for the TPBR by
using absolute values of inductor current and input voltage. In
leading-edge modulation Q0 is the command signal. A digital
multiplexer is used to select the switch to receive the command
signal. The current of both boost diodes is sensed in the iDB
path. The sensor gain is represented by sensing resistance Rs
as illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4. LEM-OCC. (a) Circuit for the TPBR. (b) Waveforms [7].

Waveforms of LEM-OCC are presented in Fig. 4b, considering constant values for input and output voltages. Variables
inp and inv represent the peak and valley of the input current,

dn and d0n = 1 − dn are the duty ratio and complementary
duty ratio, index n represents the nth switching cycle, m is
the inclination of a given curve, LB is the boost inductance
and Ts is the switching period. The turn-off instant of Q0 is
synchronized to the clock rising edge, while the turn-on instant
is variable, which leads to the name leading-edge modulation.
When Q0 is off, if the ramp v+ , output of the OCC integrator,
with inclination Vm /Ts , and the sensed current signal Rs iDB ,
with inclination Rs (|Vin | − Vo )/LB , do not cross before the
next clock rising-edge, the command signal skips a switching
cycle. The result of skipping a switching cycle is the presence
of sub-harmonic oscillation in the input current. Therefore,
the inclination of signals v+ and Rs iDB are directly related
to the instability problems of LEM-OCC. The stability criteria
of LEM-OCC is:
1
LB fs
+D > ,
(5)
Re
2
where fs = 1/Ts is the switching frequency and the duty
ratio D is calculated from the TPBR steady-state voltage gain
in (1) [7]. Equation (5) imposes significant design restrictions
for guaranteeing controller stability, as it requires limiting the
input voltage peak to half the output voltage, or the converter
to operate with a minimum input power (i.e. with a maximum
emulated resistance Re ).
The minimum input power required for LEM-OCC, when
operating with input voltage peak close to the output voltage,
represents a large percentage of the rated input power. This
does not satisfy some application requirements like household
refrigerators due to their low power consumption after the pulldown process has finished. As an example, at maximum input
voltage, the converter from Table II requires a minimum input
power of 151 W (≈50% of Pomax ). In fact, the minimum input
power where stability is kept is even higher, as (5) is derived
considering the small input current ripple approximation.
A. Stability of LEM-OCC with fictitious current in CCM
The approach from [9], [15], [16], that adds a fictitious
current to the sensed signal, can be applied to LEM-OCC
controlling the TPBR by using the circuit in Fig. 5. However,
in [9], [15], [16], the fictitious current, if , has the same
waveform as the input voltage and is defined as:
if =

|vin |
,
Rf

(6)

where Rf is the fictitious resistance. In the new extensions
presented in this paper, the fictitious current can have any
waveform. This allows improving both stability and input
current THD. A digital controller can be used to generate
the fictitious current with complex waveforms. Alternatively,
analog circuits can generate the fictitious current with simpler
waveforms.
The methodology presented in [7] is used here to analyze the
stability of LEM-OCC with fictitious current of any waveform.
Fig. 6 presents the waveforms when operating in CCM. It is
considered that vin ≈ Vin for a few switching cycles. The
flip-flop in the control circuit of Fig. 5 resets when


Vm
|Vin | − Vo
t Rs =
t, (0 ≤ t ≤ Ts ), (7)
inp + if +
LB
Ts
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during input and output voltage transients, as long as they can
be approximated as constant values during a switching cycle.
However, the fictitious current does affect the steady-state
value of input current. This means that the fictitious current
can be used to decrease the input current while keeping Vm
high to satisfy (12).
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Fig. 5. LEM-OCC circuit with fictitious current for the TPBR.

B. Average input current of LEM-OCC with fictitious current
in CCM

where time t = d0n Ts = (1 − dn )Ts , so (7) is reorganized as

−1
 Vm
Vo − |Vin |
0
n
dn = ip + if
+
.
(8)
Rs
LB fs

The average input current in CCM is found by analyzing
the waveforms in Fig. 6 and considering that the converter
reaches steady state. The steady-state peak inductor current,
Ip , is calculated by combining (1), (8) and the steady-state
approximation d = D, yielding:


Vo − |Vin |
|Vin | Vm
+
− if .
(13)
Ip =
Vo
Rs
LB fs

clock
m=(|Vin|-Vo)/LB
|iin| ipn

ipn+1 i n+1
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v
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Fig. 6. Waveforms of LEM-OCC with fictitious current, during CCM
operation

The peak current in the switching cycle n + 1 is found from
the waveforms and it can be given by:
in+1
= inp +
p

|Vin |
Vo 0
Ts −
d Ts ,
LB
LB n

(9)

|Vin |
Ts + (Ks − 1)if + inp Ks ,
LB

(10)

where

Ks = 1 −

LB fs Vm
Vo − |Vin |
+
Rs V o
Vo

|Vin | Vm
Vo − |Vin | 0
D Ts =
− if .
(14)
LB
V o Rs
Considering the approximations vin = Vin and iin = Iin
the average input current is:


|vin | Vm
Vo − |vin |
Ip + Iv
=
+
− if . (15)
|hiin i| =
2
Vo
Rs
2LB fs
Iv = Ip −

It can be seen from (15) that if and Vm can affect the
average input current of the converter. Therefore, a suitable
control law can satisfy both (2), to achieve low THD, and
(12), to achieve stability.
C. Average input current of LEM-OCC without fictitious current
The input current of LEM-OCC without the fictitious current can be analyzed by setting if = 0 in (14) and combining
with (4), resulting in
|Vin |
,
(16)
Re
which shows that the valley of the input current follows
vin /Re in LEM-OCC. This causes high input current distortion if the current ripple is not small. Furthermore, as Re gets
higher the valley of the input current gets closer to zero at the
end of each switching cycle. Therefore, LEM-OCC without
fictitious current will enter critical conduction mode (CRCM)
when Vm → 0 (Re = ∞). This also implies that LEM-OCC
without fictitious current cannot operate in DCM.
The average input current in CRCM, |hiin i|CRCM , can be
calculated by setting if = 0 and Vm = 0 (Re = ∞) in (15),
and it is given by:


|vin | Vo − |vin |
.
(17)
|hiin i|CRCM =
Vo
2LB fs
Iv =

which is combined with (8), resulting in:
in+1
=
p

The steady-state valley of the input current, Iv , is found
from the waveforms in Fig. 6 and it is given by:

−1
.

(11)

To simplify the stability analysis it is considered that if is
not a function of the input current, so that (10) has the form
an+1 = K0 + Ks · an , and will converge to a finite value only
when [25]:
|Ks | < 1.
(12)
Equation (11) and (12) show that the fictitious current does
not directly affect the stability of current control in LEMOCC, as it is only dependent on the modulating voltage Vm ,
input and output voltages, and converter parameters. This is
valid for any format of fictitious current that does not use
samples of the input current. The stability analysis is also valid

In the TPBR, it is not possible to have input current with
polarity different than the input voltage, and therefore the
lowest average input current while operating in CCM occurs
in the CRCM boundary. The average input current can only be
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lower than the one at CRCM by transitioning to DCM. Since
LEM-OCC is limited to CRCM, there will be a minimum
input current and, therefore, a minimum power consumption
(MPC), even as Vm → 0. The MPC can be calculated with
help from (17). Output overvoltage will occur if the minimum
load is lower than the MPC.
For instance, the parameters specified in Table II determine
that stability and low THD should be achieved at light load
(less than 10% of maximum output power), when only lowpower auxiliary circuits of the refrigerator are operating.
However, for the given converter parameters, during a line
cycle with maximum input voltage, the MPC is 42 W. This
MPC is higher than the minimum output power, representing
a problem for output voltage control. Furthermore, it is usual
that the converter will operate in DCM at light load [8]. It can
be verified from Fig. 7 that if the converter can not operate in
DCM to decrease the input current, it can not properly emulate
a resistance whenever vin /Re < |hiin i|CRCM and will present
input current distortion.

clock
m=(|Vin|-Vo)/LB

|iin| ipn
v+

ipn+1
m=|Vin|/LB

ipn+2

t
t

m=Vm/Ts

Rs(iDB+if)
t

Rsif

Q'

t
DmTs

Ts
d'nTs

dnTs

d'n+1Ts

dn+1Ts

Fig. 8. Waveforms of LEM-OCC with fictitious current during DCM
operation.

and DCM operation is inherently stable. In this condition
the input current feedback is limited. Disturbances, such as
switching delays, which keep the converter in DCM will not
be compensated by the controller, causing steady-state error,
but disturbances that temporally bring the converter to CCM
will result in controller action.
E. Average input current of LEM-OCC with fictitious current
in DCM

Fig. 7. LEM-OCC without fictitious current. Input current in CRCM mode
rms = 250V, R = 2500Ω.
and vin /Re for Vin
e

D. Stability of LEM-OCC with fictitious current in DCM
Fig. 8 presents the main waveforms of LEM-OCC with
fictitious current operating in DCM. One can see from Fig. 8
that in DCM operation |iin | will reach zero before the switch
turns on, resulting in the flip-flop reset condition
Vm d0n = Rs if .

(18)

Therefore, the duty cycle in DCM is directly controlled by
the fictitious current:
Rs if
d0n =
, 0 ≤ d0 ≤ 1,
(19)
Vm
and the resulting peak input current in the n + 1 cycle is


Rs if |Vin |
in+1
=
1
−
.
(20)
p
Vm
LB fs
Equation (20) also has the form an+1 = K0 + Ks an and
it is stable for |Ks | < 1. However, in this case, Ks = 0,

The average input current in steady-state DCM, for the
TPBR, is equivalent to the boost converter [26], and it is given
by:


1
Vo |Vin |
D2
(21)
|hIin i| =
2 Vo − |Vin | LB fs
which is combined with (19) considering steady-state approximations, d0n = D0 , vin = Vin and iin = Iin , yielding


2
1
Vo |vin |
Rs i f
|hiin i| =
1−
.
(22)
2LB fs Vo − |vin |
Vm
Similarly to the CCM operation, if and Vm can affect the
average input current of the converter when operating in DCM.
IV. E XTENSIONS OF THE OCC CONTROL LAW
In this section, the control law (3) is modified to take
advantage of the additional degree of freedom given by the
fictitious current. Three modifications are presented. The first
is based on the modification presented in (6), where the
fictitious current is proportional to the input voltage, resulting
in LEM-OCC-S. This extension improves stability towards the
lower power end but does not improve input current THD. A
new extension of the control law is proposed to improve the
input current THD at a wide input power range. To achieve
this, the fictitious current is allowed to have any waveform so
it can compensate the distortion in both CCM and DCM. The
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resulting controller is called LEM-OCC-SD and can achieve
both stability and low input current THD. A simplification of
the fictitious current calculated for LEM-OCC-SD results in
LEM-OCC-SDS, which allows for implementation using only
analog circuits.
The output voltage controller is designed considering that
the relationship between input power and modulating voltage
Vm is monotonically increasing, i.e., an increase in the modulating voltage Vm causes an increase in input power. This
condition is satisfied by control laws presented in this section.
A. LEM-OCC-S
The fictitious current (6) [15] can be used to improve the
stability of LEM-OCC, by changing the control law to
Vm |vin |
,
(23)
Vo
and using the fictitious current (6), resulting in LEM-OCC-S.
Combining (2), (6) and (23) yields
Rs (|hiin i| + if ) =

Req =

Re Rf
Rs V o
=
,
Re + Rf
Vm

(24)

and the resulting stability criteria is found by combining (6),
(11), (12) and (24):
LB fs
1
(25)
+D > ,
Req
2
which is similar to the stability criteria of LEM-OCC, except
that it is now limited by the equivalent resistance Req . By
using (25), a value of Rf can be calculated to guarantee
stability down to no-load operation.
The average input current in a switching cycle is calculated
by combining (6), (15) and (24):


|vin |
Vo − |vin | Re
|hiin i| =
1+
.
(26)
Re
Vo
2LB fs
Equation (26) shows the average input current is always
higher than the desired |vin | /Re , since Vo ≥ |vin |, and it
is not affected by if . Therefore, with the control law (23) it
is possible to achieve stability, but the resulting THD is the
same as the one found on LEM-OCC. The converter can now
operate in DCM solving the MPC issue.
B. LEM-OCC-SD
A second modification to the control law is necessary to
reduce the current distortion and to improve stability. This
extension is referenced here as LEM-OCC-SD. In this modification, a digital controller generates the fictitious current
signal, which is not limited to be proportional to the input
voltage as in [9], [15], [16]. By removing these limitations,
the fictitious current can improve both stability and the input
current distortion in DCM and CCM. Two terms compose this
new fictitious current, which is given by:
if = isf + ief .

(27)

The first term, isf , is the stability term and is defined as:
isf =

|vin |
,
Rf

(28)

and is based on [9], [15], [16] to improve stability. Term ief
is the error term, used for compensating the input current
error from LEM-OCC, in both CCM and DCM. Term ief
is an improvement to the proposed in [8], [14], and can be
computed using the control goal (2) to allow both DCM and
CCM compensation.
The goal is still to emulate a resistance, but the input current
is separated in two terms:
|hiin i| = ifin + iein ,

(29)

where iein is the error in the input current present in LEMOCC and ifin = |vin | /Re is the term of the input current
that emulates the desired input resistance. The control law
proposed in [7] is extended to include the fictitious current
from (27) and the separation from (29), resulting in


Vm
.
(30)
Rs ifin + iein + isf + ief =
M (D)
Setting ief = −iein to compensate the error in the input
current and combining (1) and (30), results in
Req =

Re Rf
Rs Vo
=
,
Re + Rf
Vm

(31)

which is the same as (24).
Combining (11), (12) and (31) yields another form for the
stability criterion:
LB fs
1
+D > ,
Req
2

(32)

which implies that Rf can be calculated to guarantee stability
down to no-load operation.
1) Fictitious current in Continuous Conduction Mode: To
emulate a resistance with low distortion, (2) and (27) are
combined with (15), yielding:
ief =

|vin |
(Vo − |vin |).
2LB fs Vo

(33)

The solution for ief does not use samples of the input current,
and, therefore, satisfies the assumption made to obtain (12).
It also does not place restrictions on the value of Rf so
both stability and input current compensation can be achieved
independently in CCM. Furthermore, the compensation is
dependent on the input inductance, and requires input and
output voltage sensing.
2) Fictitious current in Discontinuous Conduction Mode:
The value for if during DCM operation is found by combining
(2) and (31) with (22) resulting on:
s

!
Vo − |vin |
Vm
1
Vm
1 − 2LB fs
−
,
if =
Rs
Vo
Rs Vo
Rf
(34)
which is dependent on the inductor value and requires computation of a square root.
In DCM operation ief is not independent of Rf , and it cannot
be separated from isf . Therefore, if is calculated directly with
(34). However, DCM operation is inherently stable and (34)
places only the restriction that Rf > 0. This implies that Rf
can be calculated to satisfy the CCM stability criterion without
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placing restrictions on stability or input current compensation
in DCM.
The equations for computing the fictitious current in DCM
and CCM are based on the same control law (30). Therefore,
(34) includes Rf even though it is not necessary for stability
in DCM. This keeps the relationship between Vm and Re
consistent during conduction mode transition. By doing so the
CCM and DCM equations of the fictitious current converge
to the same value during CRCM while making the transition
between conduction modes smooth.
Besides that, the stability criterion (11) is not directly
dependent on the fictitious current, but on Vm , which is almost
constant in a line cycle. Therefore the stability is not compromised by errors in the fictitious current, caused by imperfect
conduction mode transition, noise and offset in the analog
circuits, or even an update rate of the fictitious current lower
than the switching frequency. These errors should be small
enough to not affect the average input current significantly and
they would not affect the value of Vm . Additional stability
margin can be added by further increasing Rf , and it does
not compromise the THD improvement, as the only restriction
from (33) and (34) is that Rf > 0.
Since equations for if are different for CCM and DCM,
it is necessary to decide which equation should be used.
Considering steady-state duty-ratio dn → D in Fig. 8, the
converter operates in DCM when
D + Dm < 1,

(35)

where demagnetizing-ratio Dm is found from the waveforms
and it is given by:
Dm =

|Vin |
D.
Vo − |Vin |

(36)

The duty-ratio in DCM is found by combining the desired
input current (2) with (21):
s
2LB fs Vo − |Vin |
D=
.
(37)
Re
Vo
Combining (35), (36) and (37) results in
|vin | <

2LB fs Vm
2LB fs Vo
+ Vo −
,
Rf
Rs

Fig. 9. Fictitious current of LEM-OCC-SD, during half of a line cycle, for
rms = 250V, R = 361Ω.
different input powers. Vin
f

simulating the converter of Table II controlled by LEM-OCCSD, the proposed approximation is:
if = a − bP ∗ = (a − bP ∗ ) (|sin (ωt)| + (1 − |sin (ωt)|)) ,
(39)
with if > 0, a and b constants to be determined, and P ∗ the
output of the output voltage controller, given by:
2

P∗ =

rms
(Vin
)
,
Re

which is considered a constant value in steady-state.
It is clear that for low P ∗ (i.e. low input power), (39) results
in if → a, which is a constant value similar to if,25W in Fig. 9.
However, for high input power in (39), if → 0, which is not
similar to if,300W . This is possible because the stability term
|vin | /Rf is the predominant term when input power is high,
and since LEM-OCC can be naturally stable in this condition,
if can be set to zero to simplify the resulting control circuit.
This is further clarified by separating (39) into two terms,
one for guaranteeing stability, given by:

(38)

which is true when the converter has to operate in DCM to
satisfy (2), and it can be used by a DSP to select the proper
equation to calculate if .
Considering the parameters given in Table II, the fictitious
current of LEM-OCC-SD is calculated for different power
levels. The results are shown in Fig. 9. Rf = 361Ω is
calculated to achieve stability down to no-load operation.
C. LEM-OCC-SDS
Generating the fictitious current from (33) and (34) requires
a digital controller or complex analog circuits, so it is desirable
to have a simpler solution to implement an approximation of
if . Different approximations can be made depending on the
desired complexity of the resulting application circuit. Inspired
by the fictitious current waveforms in Fig. 9, obtained by

(40)

isf = (a − bP ∗ ) |sin(ωt)| →

1
a − bP ∗
= √ rms ,
Rf
2Vin

(41)

and one term for improving THD in both CCM and DCM:
ief = (a − bP ∗ )(1 − | sin(ωt)|),

(42)

where ω = 2πfr is the angular frequency of the input voltage.
This approximation is used for both CCM and DCM operation, and it does not require conduction mode detection. The
resulting control strategy is referenced here as LEM-OCCSDS.
To guarantee stability the domain of {a, b} should be
restricted by (32), which is combined with (1), (40) and (41)
to yield the form
!
√ rms
√ rms 2 2Vin
− Vo
P∗
∗
a − bP ≥ 2Vin
−
. (43)
rms )2
2LB fs Vo
(Vin
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Since Rf now varies with the input power, Vm is rewritten
as a function of P ∗ by combining (31), (40), yielding:
!
√ ∗
V o Rs
2P
∗
.
(44)
Vm = √ rms
rms + a − bP
Vin
2Vin

P*

-

b

a
+

if >0
Rs

∑

2 / Vinrms

Rsif
+ +

Rs

∑

Vo /



2Vinrms



Vm

i0f = a0 −P 0∗ b

(a)

P’*

R1

U1

i’f

Ra

Rb
R4

U2

Vcc
Vm

Rc

(b)
Fig. 10. LEM-OCC-SDS. (a) Block diagram. (b) Analog implementation
circuit.

The block diagram to implement the proposed fictitious
current is shown in Fig. 10a and uses only summers, amplifiers and limiters, which are simple to implement with
analog hardware. This block diagram implements the proposed
simplification without sensing the input voltage and therefore
rms,max
rms,max
the value of Vin
is used. Since Vin
is the worst
condition for LEM-OCC the block diagram still fulfills the stability criterion for the whole operating range of the converter.
Without input voltage feedforward, P ∗ will only be close to
Pin when the real input voltage is the same as the value used
in the block diagram.
A circuit for an analog implementation of the block diagram
shown in Fig. 10a is depicted in Fig. 10b. The circuit outputs
Vm directly to the OCC integrator. The remaining analog
signals are normalized to the available Vcc range to decrease
the effects of offsets and noise in the circuit. The summer to
implement Rs (if + iDB ) should properly account for these
normalized values. Normalized signals are identified by the
0
symbol. Since the maximum value of if in (39) is a, a is
mapped to Vcc , such that:
a0 = Vcc = a

Vcc
,
a

P∗
∗
Pnorm

(47)

(49)

where symbol || represents the parallel equivalent product of
two resistors.
Optimal values of a and b should be found to improve
the input current THD for given application requirements.
By using LEM-OCC-SDS, the THD of the input current is
a function of the parameters a and b, the input power Pin and
rms
the input voltage Vin
, that is:
rms
THD(a, b, Pin , Vin
).

(50)

One option to obtain adequate values for a and b is to
simulate the converter for different pairs of {a, b}, to plot
the THD as a function of the input power, such as done in
Fig 3, and to choose one adequate set to the application. The
comparison can be performed only at maximum input voltage
rms,max
Vin
since this is the worst condition for LEM-OCC.
However, it is desirable to have a consistent way to compare
the performance of distinct pairs {a, b}, without relying on
waveforms. This can be done by calculating the average input
min
current THD, THDavg , in the input power range, Pin
to
max
Pin , of the converter, that is:
THDavg (a, b) =
1
max − P min
Pin
in

Z

max
Pin

min
Pin

rms,max
THD(a, b, Pin , Vin
)dPin .

(51)
It is also possible to use the weighted average of the input
current THD, THDwavg , to allow optimizing the THD at
specific power levels:

(45)

Vcc
i0f = if
.
(46)
a
The normalization of P ∗ should consider that at low input
max
voltage P ∗  Pin
due to the lack of input voltage
feedforward, that is:
P 0∗ = Vcc

∗
Rs Pnorm
Vo
aR Vo
√ srms,max
+ P 0∗
=
rms,max 2
Vcc 2Vin
)
Vcc (Vin
Rb ||Rc
Ra ||Rc
i0f
+ P 0∗
,
Ra + Rb ||Rc
Rb + Ra ||Rc

Vm = i0f

Vcc=a’
R2

∗
R4
R1 + R3
R3
Pnorm
= a0
−P 0∗ , (48)
a
R2 + R4
R1
R1

and operational amplifier U2 implements:

R3
Vcc

∗
where the normalization value Pnorm
can be evaluated by
simulating the converter with LEM-OCC-SDS at the operating
point with minimum input voltage and maximum output
power. The limiter if > 0 is implemented without additional
hardware by using single supply operational amplifiers.
The resistor values for the proposed analog circuit should
be calculated to realize the gains in (48) and (49). Equations
(48) and (49) are obtained by applying the normalized values
to the block diagram in Fig 10a and then comparing to the
circuit equations of the analog circuit. Operational amplifier
U1 in Fig. 10b implements:

THDwavg (a, b) =
1
max − P min
Pin
in

Z

max
Pin

min
Pin

rms
WP (Pin ) · THD(a, b, Pin , Vin
)dPin ,

(52)
where WP (Pin ) is the weighting factor when input power is
Pin and
max
Z Pin
WP (Pin )dPin = 1.
(53)
min
Pin
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The weighted average is a consistent way of comparing each
set {a, b}, used for generating the fictitious current. It can be
calculated from simulation results or analytically, by solving
(15) and (22) over a line period.
Lower values of THDwavg indicate the set {a, b} has a lower
overall THD, especially at the input powers where WP (Pin ) is
higher. Additionally, THDwavg := ∞ if {a, b} does not satisfy
the stability criterion (43). The weighting factor WP (Pin )
can be determined from application requirements or normative
standards. However, if the required normative standard only
evaluates harmonics at rated power, the simple average from
(51) would be adequate.
It is possible to solve (52) numerically for different sets
{a, b} to find a set that results in the lowest THDwavg . To
limit the number of sets {a, b} that should be evaluated, the
evaluated sets can be centered around initial values obtained
by comparing the two sides of (43):
√ rms
√ rms 2 2Vin
− Vo
,
(54)
ainit = 2Vin
2LB fs Vo
√ rms
2Vin
binit =
.
(55)
rms )2
(Vin
The converter of Table II is simulated at different operating
points with both LEM-OCC-SD and LEM-OCC-SDS control
strategies. The resulting average input current waveforms are
presented in Fig. 11. LEM-OCC-SD has almost no distortion
while LEM-OCC-SDS can decrease the average value of the
input current error but cannot fully compensate for it.

in Fig. 13. For LEM-OCC-SD, the fictitious current generation
involves solving (38) to decide if the DCM or CCM equation
of the fictitious current should be used. The fictitious current
is then calculated from (28) and (33) for CCM or from (34)
for DCM. The implementation of LEM-OCC-SDS is based
on the block diagram of Fig. 10a and differs from Fig. 13
by the different fictitious current and Vm generation. Shunt
resistor RSH and an amplifier with gain GRS are used for
current sensing, resulting in the equivalent sensing resistance
Rs = RSH GRS .

Fig. 12. 300W TPBR prototype using shunt current sensor.

TABLE III
C OMPONENTS OF TPBR
Component

Fig. 11. Average input current of LEM-OCC-SD and LEM-OCC-SDS for
rms = 250V. R = 361Ω for LEM-OCC-SD.
different values of P ∗ . Vin
f
a = 0.978 and b = 0.0028 for LEM-OCC-SDS.

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A TPBR with the specifications shown in Table II and
components listed in Table III was built for experimental
validation of the proposed control strategies. A picture of the
prototype is shown in Fig. 12 and the overall control structure
considering the implementation of LEM-OCC-SD is presented

PROTOTYPE .

Description

S1 , S2

STGB20V60F

D1 , D2

VS-15AW-L06FN

DB1 , DB2

C4D05120E

Co

EKMM401VSN271MA30S

LB

Powder Core - 3.2mH@1A, 2.4mH@5A

DSP

TMS320F28377S

The DSP to implement LEM-OCC-SD requires two analogto-digital converters (ADC), two digital-to-analog converters
(DAC) and a PWM module that can accept an external reset
trigger. LEM-OCC-SD also requires one analog summer, one
comparator and one integrator. The fictitious current is a low
frequency signal, as can be seen in Fig. 9, and Vm is almost
constant. Therefore, Therefore, a low-cost DSP with a PWM
module and an analog filter to implement the DAC would
achieve enough bandwidth and resolution. The maximum
value of if is relatively small compared to the maximum
input current, so it is useful to normalize the DAC output
instead of directly using Rs if . This allows proper use of all
the resolution of the DAC. For the fictitious current in Fig. 9
a normalized output of an 8-bit DAC allows for 4.3 mA of
resolution, which represents 3% of the peak input current at
minimum load with maximum input voltage. To simplify the
external circuits, the chosen DSP has a PWM module with
internal analog comparators, but an external analog summer
and integrator are required. Two 12-bit ADC and two 12bit DAC converters are used. Although some of the LEM
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vG1

S1
DB1

EMI Filter

iin

D1

LB

Gvin

vG2

ADC

+
Co

RL

S2

DB2

vin,s

D2
RSH
iDB

-

vo

GRS

Vm
RsiDB

DSP

RsiDB

Rsif

∑
I

Output voltage
controller

ADC

vo,s
vin,s

Gvo

DAC

Conduction mode
detection and fictitious DAC
current generation
Overcurrent and short enable
circuit detection
dS1
PWM
dS2

Vm
Rsif

vG1
Gate
Driver vG2

∫ O
R

Fig. 13. Implementation of LEM-OCC-SD.

variations could be implemented analogically as mentioned
before, all three options were digitally programmed. The
generation of the fictitious currents and the decision on the
operation modes are part of the DSP software structure as
depicted in Fig. 13. For LEM-OCC-SD it is used Rf = 320 Ω,
which is higher than the required at no-load to give stability
margin. For LEM-OCC-SDS a = 1.04 and b = 0.00305 where
computed to minimize (51).
When operating in DCM with low input currents, the
voltage rising time of the switches is increased as parasitic
capacitances take longer to charge [27], increasing the effective duty ratio. With the proposed control structure, the nonoperating switch receives a gating signal when the operating
switch turns off (with appropriate dead-time specified in the
gate driver to avoid shoot through). This leads to a duty ratio
closer to the desired value, as the parasitic capacitances can
be charged with current from the output capacitor. The use of
GaN semiconductors has the potential to get duty ratio closer
to the desired value and is a possible future work.
The maximum duty ratio is limited at 0.95 giving 772 ns for
current sensing to settle down. The fictitious current is calculated using LB =3.2 mH, prioritizing compensation at low input
current, since the inductance of the chosen inductor drops to
2.4 mH at its maximum current. A digital moving average
filter is used for minimizing the effect of output voltage ripple
in the input current THD. Input voltage feedforward is also
realized using a sliding window Root Mean Square (RMS)
computation. The output voltage control loop and fictitious
current generation use a 5.4 kHz sampling rate, while the
switching frequency is 64.8 kHz. The control loop execution
takes 3.63 µs for LEM-OCC-SD, including calculation of output voltage moving average filter, output voltage control, input
voltage feedforward and fictitious current. This represents 23%
of a switching period and only 2% of total CPU usage due to
the 5.4 kHz control loop execution rate. The fictitious current
alone takes 282 ns to update for LEM-OCC-SD. LEM-OCCSDS decreases total execution time to 3.13 µs, as it has simpler
fictitious current and Vm calculations and lacks input voltage
feedforward.
The converter is initially operated with the conventional
LEM-OCC with a 50 W load. Instability is verified at the
positive and negative input voltage peaks, as can be observed
in Fig. 14.

vo
vin
iin
vin

iin

vo

rms =220V,
Fig. 14. Instability of LEM-OCC at high emulated resistance. Vin
Pin =58.4W.

Experimental results comparing the three extensions discussed in this paper are presented in Figs. 15, 16 and 17, for
distinct input voltages and power levels.
Fig. 15 presents the operation with minimum load and input
voltage. In Fig. 15a LEM-OCC-S has significant distortion
around zero crossing. The converter operates with maximum
duty ratio close to zero crossing resulting in overshoot of
the input current. This occurs due to poor signal to noise
ratio and voltage offset of the sensors. This effect is not as
noticeable in LEM-OCC-SD in Fig. 15b and LEM-OCC-SDS
in Fig. 15c, as in these strategies ief is not zero around zero
crossing, improving the signal to noise ratio at the comparator
and minimizing the effect of offsets in the signals.
Fig. 16 presents the operation with minimum load and
maximum voltage, which is the worst condition for LEMOCC. In Fig. 16a LEM-OCC-S is seen to have significant
current distortion, with THD of 75% and spikes in zero
crossing are still visible. LEM-OCC-SD, in Fig. 16b, has the
best performance in this case, with THD around 13%, while
LEM-OCC-SDS, in Fig. 16c, has THD around 30%.
For high input power the compensation has little effect,
as the converter operates in CCM with low current ripple.
Experimental results of LEM-OCC-SD at maximum input
power and maximum input voltage are shown in Fig. 17.
A load step which brings Pin from 110 W to 210 W is
applied to the converter operating with both OCC extensions
as depicted in Fig. 18. There is no instability in current control
during these steps, as expected from the stability analysis.
An input voltage step, from 110 V to 220 V is also applied
to the converter operating with LEM-OCC-SD as depicted
in Fig. 19. When using LEM-OCC-SDS the output voltage
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Fig. 15. Experimental results: 25W@85V. Time: 4ms/div, vo : 50V/div, vin : 50V/div, iin : 500mA/div. (a) LEM-OCC-S. (b) LEM-OCC-SD. (c) LEM-OCCSDS.
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Fig. 16. Experimental results: 25W@250V. Time: 4ms/div, vo : 50V/div, vin : 100V/div, iin : 200mA/div. (a) LEM-OCC-S. (b) LEM-OCC-SD. (c) LEMOCC-SDS.
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(a)

Fig. 17.
Experimental results of LEMOCC-SD: 300W@250V. Time: 4ms/div, vo :
50V/div, vin : 100V/div, iin : 1A/div.
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rms = 220V.
Fig. 18. Experimental results of load step with Pin =110W→ Pin =210W. Vin
Time: 4ms/div, vo : 50V/div, vin : 100V/div, iin : 1A/div. (a) LEM-OCC-SD. ∆Vo = −15V .
(b) LEM-OCC-SDS. ∆Vo = −17V .

controller has worse transient response due to the lack of input
voltage feedforward, and the output overvoltage protection
(OVP) is tripped, turning off the converter. An OVP with autorestart needs to be implemented for the converter to operate
during such voltage transients.

vo

vo

vin

Fig. 19. Experimental results of LEM-OCC-SD during input voltage step from
rms =110V→ V rms =220V. P
Vin
in = 300W. Time: 20ms/div, vo : 50V/div,
in
vin : 100V/div, iin : 2A/div. ∆Vo = 41V .

For the target application of household refrigerators the
normative energy quality requirements are Class D of IEC

61000-3-2 [28] and JIS C 61000-3-2 [29]. All three control
solutions based on LEM-OCC can meet these requirements
because the input current harmonics are evaluated at rated
power, when THD is low. However, it is still desirable to
have low THD at light load because the application is for
refrigerators. The THD content is related to the input power
variation in Fig. 20 for two distinct input voltage values.
LEM-OCC-SD and LEM-OCC-SDS do not show a significant
advantage at low input voltage but have a very clear advantage
when operating with maximum input voltage.
A comparison between the simulation results in Fig. 3 and
the experimental results in Fig. 20 shows that the close-tozero THD achieved by LEM-OCC-SD in simulation is not
reached in practice. LEM-OCC-SDS also has worse performance in practice than in simulation. This difference results
from effects that are not included in the model used for
calculating the fictitious current, such as inductance variation
with input current, duty ratio distortion due to dead-time of the
switches, effect of the LC resonance between input inductor
and parasitic capacitances, grid impedance and offsets in the
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rms = 85V.
(a) Vin

rms = 250V.
(b) Vin

Fig. 20. Experimental results of input current THD.

TABLE IV
E STIMATED COST OF BLOCKS OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM
USING DIFFERENT IMPLEMENTATIONS .

OF A

TPBR

Cost breakdown (US$)
Control
Strategy

Control
Logic

Input Current
Sensor

Input Voltage
Sensor

Total

Digital-Average

4.269

2.552

0.352

7.173

TEM-OCC

1.285

2.552

0.272

4.109

LEM-OCC-SD

5.401

0.641

0.352

6.394

LEM-OCC-SDS
(Analog, Discrete)

2.707

0.641

0.272

3.620

LEM-OCC-SDS
(Analog, Integrated)

1.285

0.124

0.272

1.681

control circuits. However, the overall trend expected from
the simulation is verified, with LEM-OCC-SD achieving the
lowest THD and LEM-OCC-SDS having lower performance,
but still significantly improving over LEM-OCC.
The comparison of the experimental results with the simulation results also show that LEM-OCC-SD can achieve
performance similar to A-A control. The trade-off is that LEMOCC-SD requires a DSP while A-A control requires a more
expensive sensor. A low cost DSP can be used since the
fictitious current update rate is low compared to the switching
frequency and total CPU usage was verified to be low in the
experiments. The DSP also has potential to bring additional
functionality to the application. On the other hand, LEM-OCCSDS is very competitive with TEM-OCC, since they have
similar performance, neither requires a DSP or input voltage
waveform sensing, but LEM-OCC-SDS has the advantage of
using a simpler current sensor.
A cost estimate of the bill of materials (BOM) of the control
circuits was performed to verify the feasibility of the proposed
control scheme. The results are shown in Table IV. TEMOCC is verified as the lower cost alternative in the current
market. However, LEM-OCC-SD has spare processing time
and unused pins in the DSP, allowing implementation of other
system functionalities at lower cost. LEM-OCC-SD requires
more analog circuits than D-A control, but it still reaches
a lower price due to the lower cost of the shunt resistor.
An implementation of LEM-OCC-SDS using discrete analog
components is not a viable alternative, since the cost difference

is compensated by the lack of some features such as OVP. An
implementation of LEM-OCC-SDS in an integrated circuit is
an attractive solution, which can reach a BOM cost reduction
of up to 59% when compared to TEM-OCC.
VI. C ONCLUSION
LEM-OCC is an interesting control strategy that requires
only a shunt resistor for current sensing in the TPBR. However,
it can be unstable at light load with high input voltage and
presents high input current distortion. This paper has proposed
two extensions to LEM-OCC to solve this issue. Compared to
previously proposed variations of OCC, these new proposals
achieve both stability and low input current THD over the
full input power and input voltage ranges of the converter,
even when operating in DCM. The better performing strategy,
LEM-OCC-SD, requires a DSP. A simplified strategy, LEMOCC-SDS, has lower performance but can be implemented
analogically.
A prototype with 300 W output power for input voltages
of 85 V to 250 V was built. LEM-OCC without the proposed
extensions was verified as unstable in the experiments. The
use of a well-known extension resulted in input current THD
of 75% for 10% load at maximum input voltage. At the same
operating conditions LEM-OCC-SD achieved THD of around
13% and LEM-OCC-SDS achieved THD of around 30%.
Possible future works include the application to other power
topologies, study of the effect of faster switches on current
sensing, analyzing the stability and performance of the controller when considering the EMI filter, grid impedance and
varying boost inductance in a line cycle due to permeability
change.
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